Department of English – Requirements for the Major, Spring 2015

Gateway Seminar (one course required before the end of junior year) – Gateway courses with the same number may not be repeated for credit.

Readings in Genre

184S.01 Readings in Genre  Instructor S. Beckwith, MW 3:05-4:20
184S.02. Readings in Genre  Instructor J. Donahue, WF 1:25-2:40

I. Medieval and Early Modern (2 courses)

331S.01. Langland and the Pearl Poet. Instructor D. Aers. TuTh 10:05-11:20
337.01. Shakespeare after 1600. Instructor J. Porter. WF 10:05-11:20

II. 18th and 19th Century (one course)

245.01. Happiness in the Age of Progress. Instructor R. Mitchell, MW 10:05-11:20
346.01. Victorian Poetry. Instructor K. Psomiades. MW 11:45-1:00
546S. Victorian Lit. Instructor K. Psomiades. Mon 1:40-4:10

III. Modern and Contemporary (one course)

277.01 The Novel, Live! Instructor M. Moses. MW 10:05-11:20
390-6.01. Hitchcock & Company. Instructor M. Moses. MW 3:05-4:20
590S-3.01. Open Field Poetry & Poetics. Instructor N. Mackey. Thurs. 3:05-5:35

Criticism, Theory, or Methodology (CTM) One required

396S.01. Language in Immigrant America. Instructor D. Baran. WF 11:45-1:00
482S.01. Contemporary Theory. Instructor L. Tennenhouse. MW 3:05-4:20
590S-4.01. Classics of Literary Criticism. Instructor T. Pfau. Mon. 4:40-7:10

****A course may only be used under one designation. Other courses may apply to requirements above with permission from the Director of Undergraduate Studies****